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The SNAP Toolbox was designed for multiple platforms (32 bit and 64 bit). An overview of each toolbox in this article can be found below for your convenience. For more information about installing SNAP, see the following resources: SNAP functionality is limited to
the following gauges: Pressure, Relative Hgt, and “CUS”. This limitation is shared with the Hydraulic Toolbox because all operations are performed on the data in the SNAP workspace and all calculations are based on the pressures in the workspace. SNAP contains
three types of tables, namely: Gauge data, Measurements, and Scenario Files. The Gauge Data table contains all of the measured data from the SNAP toolbox. This is the standard table that contains all of the data collected by SNAP. The Measurements table
contains all of the sensor readings from the start of the toolbox. The Scenario Files table contains data generated by the SNAP toolbox and allows for the fast and quick loading of data into a spreadsheet application. Each Scenario Files table is named after the
scenario being analyzed using SNAP. The ModusToolbox tools package includes a suite of standalone tools and configurators that enhance the development of embedded products. These tools enable the creation and management of the application project and
support the initialization and configuration from device or board level to middleware libraries and software stacks. Specific details regarding the specific tools and configurators can be found in the next section or by accessing the respective User Manuals. GTBalso
includesMSPA(MorphologicalSpatialPatternAnalysis), a customized sequence of mathematical morphological operators targeted at the description of the geometry and connectivity of the image components. The MSPA website provides further information on MSPA
features,application examplesas well as links todownload MSPA-plugins for GIS applications.
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ModusToolbox simplifies the edit, compile, debug cycle by offering flexibility in the choice of the compiler, editor, debugger, and revision control system. The ModusToolbox tools package come bundled with an optional Eclipse-based IDE. The Eclipse IDE for
ModusToolbox includes additional features to enable easy access to the full suite of ModusToolbox tools and configurators, along with documentation, debug launch configurations, and command line terminal access for direct access to the ModusToolbox build

system. For more details related to the Eclipse IDE for ModusToolbox, please reference the Eclipse IDE for ModusToolbox User Guide and the Eclipse Survival Guide. The toolbox contains a collection of software applications that can be used with the PSoC MCU, such
as: Basic sine and cosine oscillators (AC1..AC7) Configurable DACs (CDAC, BDC) CVOs (CV1..CV8) DDS and math libraries Data converters (DC1..DC6) Digital filters FIFOs I2C and SPI Interrupts I/O I2C and SPI drivers LED drivers MCBs (MC0..MC4) Memories and I/O
registers Multi-processing Pin connected inputs and outputs (PIO) Proximity sensing Power detector Timers PWM Relays RTC (RTC1) Real time clock (RTC) Serial (SER) Software development This framework provides the common connectivity hardware design, the

4MB OTP storage and the boot loader. The PSoC processor runs in the ISO 9660 format, and the toolbox provides a set of operations to perform transformations on the file system. The toolbox also provides a set of operations to move files and folders around,
format, convert, or copy files and folders from the storage space. The XMOS toolbox provides a set of operations to do file system recovery. It can repair the FAT file system, recover lost files, folders or the drive in case of a problem. 5ec8ef588b
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